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Abstract— IP routing requires the cooperation of a
large number of Autonomous Systems (ASes) via the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Each AS applies lo-
cal policies for selecting routes and propagating routes
to others, with important implications for the reliability
and stability of the global system. In and of itself, BGP
does not ensure that every pair of hosts can communi-
cate. In addition, routing policies are not guaranteed
be safe, and may cause persistent protocol oscillations.
Backup routing is often used to increase the reliability of
the network under link and router failures, at the pos-
sible expense of safety. This paper presents two models
for backup routing that increase global network relia-
bility without compromising safety. Indeed, our models
are inherently safe in the sense that they remain safe un-
der any combination of link and router failures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet consists of thousands of autonomous

systems (ASes) that interact to coordinate the deliv-

ery of IP traffic. An AS is a collection of routers and

links administered by a single institution, such as a

company, university, or Internet service provider. An

institution may consist of multiple ASes. Neighbor-

ing ASes use the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to

exchange routing information [1], [2], [3]. Each BGP

route advertisement concerns a particular block of IP

addresses and includes a list of the ASes in the path,

along with a number of other attributes. Each AS ap-

plies local policies to select the best route and to de-

cide whether or not to propagate this route to neigh-

boring ASes, without divulging their policies and in-

ternal topology to others. In practice, BGP policies

reflect the financial relationships between neighboring

ASes. AS pairs typically have a customer-provider or
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peer-peer relationship. A customer pays its provider

for access to the rest of the Internet, whereas peers

agree to exchange traffic, usually without charge, for

the good of their respective customers.

These relationships translate into rules that deter-

mine whether or not an AS exports its best routes to a

neighboring AS [4], [5]. We term these rules Normal

Export Rules (NER), which are as follows. An AS

learns routes from its customers, peers, and providers.

The AS propagates its best route for each block of

addresses to its customers, and propagates its cus-

tomers’ routes to all neighboring ASes. That is, an AS

provides transit service to ensure that each customer,

and its downstream customers, can communicate with

hosts in the rest of the Internet. In contrast, an AS does

not export routes learned from one provider to another

provider. Otherwise, these two providers might ex-

change traffic via their common customer. Similarly,

an AS does not inform its peers about routes learned

from other peers or providers. That is, an AS does not

provide transit service for its providers and peers.

The interaction of locally defined routing policies

can have global ramifications for the stability of the

BGP system. Conflicting local policies among a

collection of ASes can result in BGP route oscilla-

tions [7]. We call a collection of routing policies safe

if they can never lead to BGP divergence. Verifying

the safety of a set of routing policies is computation-

ally expensive [8] and would require ASes to reveal

their (often proprietary) routing policies. Safety is not

guaranteed even if each AS conforms to NER. How-

ever, Gao and Rexford [9] present additional guide-

lines that guarantee safety. They present two basic ap-
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proaches. In the first, each AS uses the shortest paths

rule and prefers routes with shorter AS paths. In the

second, each AS always prefers customer routes over

peer and provider routes. This second approach pro-

vides more flexibility in expressing local routing poli-

cies and conforms to current practices.

These scenarios cover what might be called normal

routing. The main problem with normal routing is that

it does not guarantee that connectivity is maintained

in the face of network failures. To address this, an-

other type of routing, which we call backup routing, is

commonly employed. The main idea behind backup

routing is to designate some routes as backup routes

that are to be used only in the event that other primary

routes are not available. Two types of backup links are

most common. First, some links to upstream providers

may be designated as multi-homed backups, to be used

only in case of failure of other primary links. Sec-

ond, peer-to-peer links may be used for backup rout-

ing as suggested in [6]. This allows two or more peers

to cooperate in providing backup connectivity. Two

ASes within a single institution, such as large ser-

vice provider, may have a similar backup arrangement

to improve the reliability of the network without the

overhead of installing additional links.

In order to increase network reliability, backup rout-

ing is often allowed to violate some of the rules im-

posed on normal routing. In particular, backup rout-

ing present two challenges for the guidelines presented

in [9]. First, implementing peer-to-peer backups re-

quires the violation of NER. Second, backup routing

may violate the path preference guidelines of [9]. For

example, a provider route may be preferred over a cus-

tomer route if the customer route is a backup route.

The current paper investigates how the results of [9]

can be extended to backup routing. We present guide-

lines for backup routing that guarantee that routing

policies are inherently safe, which means they are safe

under any combination of link and router failures. At

the same time, the routing policies are locally imple-

mentable. That is, only coordination between an AS

and its neighbors is required. Our results can be sum-

marized as follows. We show that, in order to guaran-

tee safety, if a route is marked as a backup route, then

it must retain this marking as is traverses subsequent

ASes. We then investigate two basic models. In Model

I, there is just one class of backup route, and routing

policies are not able to differentiate between routes

that have traversed a single backup link or multiple

backup links. We show that in Model I, we are forced

to adopt the shortest paths rule for backup routes. In

Model II, the “backup level” of a route is incremented

each time it traverses a backup link. This model allows

a generalization of [9] where each AS can now pre-

fer customers to peers and providers within a backup

level. Both Model I and Model II are locally imple-

mentable, but a full implementation of Model II may

be difficult to realize given the current low-level nature

of most router configuration languages.

We investigate backup routing in the context of the

stable paths problem, a static formalism that captures

the semantics of the dynamic interdomain routing pro-

tocol [10], [11]. This allows us to define models for

backup routing that are independent of BGP-specific

details. In addition, we employ the results of [10], [11]

in the proofs that our models are inherently safe. Sec-

tion II reviews the stable paths problem (SPP) while

Section II-B reviews the main result of [9]. Section III

formalizes the notion of a multi-homed backup link

and a peer backup link and presents SPP versions of

Models I and II. In Section IV, we describe how to

realize the two models using the BGP community at-

tribute. Section V concludes the paper with a sum-

mary of future research directions.
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II. ROUTING POLICY MODEL

Analyzing the convergence properties of a dynamic

routing protocol like BGP is very difficult. In-

stead, our analysis draws on the static Shortest Path

Problem (SPP) formalism that captures the underly-

ing semantics of interdomain routing policies as ex-

pressed in BGP configurations [10], [11]. Then, we

define customer-provider and peer-peer relationships

and show that the resulting constraints on the Stable

Paths Problem ensure that the routing protocol does

not diverge.

A. Stable Paths Problem (SPP)

The Stable Paths Problem is a static formalism sim-

ilar to the shortest paths problem, that can be de-

scribed in a manner independent of any dynamic pro-

tocol used to solve instances of this problem [10], [11].

SPP is based on the notion of permitted paths and

ranking functions on these paths. Let ���������
	�� be a

simple, undirected graph where ����������������������������
is the set of nodes and 	 is the set of edges. For any

node � , �! �"$#�%'&)(+*-,��.�/�0�1��2435���!��26�879	:� is the

set of neighbors for � . There is a special node (:7;� ,

called the origin, that it is the destination to which all

other nodes attempt to establish a path. Our examples

will often use node � as the origin.

A path in � is either the empty path, denoted by < ,
or a sequence of nodes, �.=?>@=->BADCE�����5= C =-F�� , G8HI� ,
such that for each " , GJH"LKM� , ��=ONP��=�N ADC � is in 	 .

Note that if GQ�R� , then �.=?F�� represents the trivial path

consisting of the single node =?F . Each non-empty pathS �T�.=->U=->BADCV������= C = F � has a direction from its first

node =-> to its last node =OF . If
S

and W are non-empty

paths such that the first node in W is the same as the

last node in
S

, then
S W denotes the path formed by

the concatenation of these paths. We extend this with

the convention that < S � S <X� S , for any path
S

. For

example, �.YUZ5�O�[�$�\�[�?� represents the path �.Y]Z^�_���?� ,
whereas <`�$�_���?� represents the path �$�\���?� This nota-

tion is most commonly used when
S

is a path starting

with node = and ���!��=a� is an edge in 	 . In this case

�.�b=�� S denotes the path that starts at node � , traverses

the edge ���!��=a� , and then follows path
S

from node = .
For each =c71� , dfe denotes the set of permit-

ted paths from = to the origin (node ( ). If
S �

�.=g=->J�����_= C (-� is in dfe , then the node =O> is called

the next hop of path
S

. Let d be the union of all sets

d@e . For each =h7i� , there is a non-negative, integer-

valued ranking function j e , defined over d e , which

represents how node = ranks its permitted paths. IfS C � Slk 7md e and j e � S C �onJj e � S[k � , then
S�k

is said to

be preferred over
S C . Let pq�r�+jaeb3+=L7s�utv��(w�-� .

An instance of the Stable Paths Problem, x �
���:�](��Ud:�ypo� , is a graph, an origin node, the set of

permitted paths from each node to the origin, and the

ranking functions for each node. In addition, we as-

sume that d6zU���w�{(O��� , and for all =L7h�|tv��(w� :
(empty path is permitted) <U7}d e ,
(empty path is lowest ranked) j~ew�$<��y��� , jaew� S �@K��
for
S���R< ,

(strictness) If
S C �� S[k

and jaew� S C �:��jaew� S[k � , then

there is a � such that
S C �I�.=_�D� S@�C and

S k ���.=@�D� S@�k
(paths

S C and
S[k

have the same next-hop),

(simplicity) If path
S 7�d6e , then

S
is a simple path

(no repeated nodes),

Let xu�������
(��^d:�
p5� be an instance of the Stable

Paths Problem. A path assignment is a function � that

maps each node �87�� to a path �`�.�/�f7�d6� . An as-

signment is stable if each node � selects a path �`�.�D�
that is the highest ranked permitted path that is consis-

tent with the path chosen by the next-hop node. For

example, if �`�.�D�L�4�.�s=�� S , then �`�.=��0� S
. If no

such assignment exists, then x is unsolvable. Figure 1

presents the SPP called BAD GADGET, which has no
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Fig. 1. BAD GADGET

solution.

A Simple Path Vector Protocol (SPVP) was defined

in [10], [11] to solve the Stable Paths Problem in a

distributed manner. SPVP can be thought of as an ab-

straction of BGP. There are two desirable properties

for an instance of SPP with respect to behavior we can

expect from SPVP:

Safety: An instance of the SPP is safe if the protocol

SPVP can never diverge. The example BAD GADGET

is not safe since it has no solution and so the protocol

can never converge.

Inherent safety: An instance of the SPP is inherently

safe if it is safe, and remains safe after removing any

nodes, edges, or permitted paths.

Inherent safety guarantees that a system will remain

safe under network failures and under more restrictive

routing policies that filter out some permitted paths.

In Section III, we introduce two approaches to provid-

ing backup paths that ensure that the SPP is inherently

safe.

B. Neighbor Relationships

Motivated by the commercial contracts between

autonomous systems in the Internet, we consider

the possibility that adjacent nodes have either a

customer-provider or peer-peer relationship. Con-

sider a node � . We partition �! �"$#�% &)(B*O,��.�/� into three

sets �)�~, � (��m �*O,w�.�D� , �~ � �*O,w�.�D� , and �'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.�/� —

the customers, peers, and providers of � , respec-

tively [9]. Relationships must be consistent between

a pair of nodes. That is, if 2 7��)�~, � (	�m �*O,��.�/� then

�R7
�'*-(+=?"��� �*O,��.2\� ; similarly, if 2 7��~ � �*-,��.�/� then

�17�~ B �*O,w�.2@� . We also classify a path as a cus-

tomer, peer, or provider path, depending on the rela-

tionship between the first two nodes in the path. A

path �.�f2@� S is a customer path if 2r7��)�~, � (	�m �*-,��.�/� ,
a peer path if 2 7��~ B �*O,w�.�D� , or a provider path if

2r7��'*-(+=?"��� �*O,��.�/� .
Figure 2 shows an example graph where peer-peer

relationships are represented by a dotted line and

provider-customer relationships are represented by a

solid line with an arrow pointing from the provider

to the customer. Based on these relationships, we

can define special cases of the stable paths problem

that impose practical restrictions on the graph struc-

ture, the permitted paths, and the ranking functions.

In particular, the work in [9] identified several combi-

nations of restrictions are sufficient to guarantee that

the resulting system is inherently safe. The restric-

tions are reasonable in the sense that they are faithful

to the commercial relationships between neighboring

autonomous systems. In the remainder of this section,

we revisit one of these scenarios in the context of the

stable paths problem and introduce terminology that

will be used in the rest of the paper.

First, we assume that provider-customer relation-

ships are hierarchical. Informally, if � is a customer

of = and = is a customer of 2 , then 2 is not a customer

of � . That is, the graph � does not have a cycle of

edges with provider-customer relationships. Figure 2

has such a hierarchical structure. However, adding a

provider-customer edge �������w� would introduce a cy-

cle involving nodes � , Z , and � .
Second, we assume that no permitted path has a

valley — a provider-customer edge followed by one

or more customer-provider edges. That is, a path be-

tween two nodes should not traverse an intermediate

node that is lower in the hierarchy [4], [5]. For ex-
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Fig. 2. AS graph with provider-customer and peer-peer

relationships, with permissible paths to node 2

ample, paths �����:ZO� and �{�QZ:�O� would be permissi-

ble. In contrast, ���Q�LZO� and ���}�6�LZO� would not be

permissible since they each include a valley. The path

���_�l�oZO� has a provider-customer edge �������+� followed

by a customer-provider edge ������Zw� . In this case, the

valley includes an intermediate peer-peer edge �?���
��� .
Third, we impose restrictions on paths that include

peer-peer edges. We allow uphill paths such as �{�yZ �O�
that consist of one or more customer-provider edges

and downhill paths such as � �@Z@�?� that consist of one

or more provider-customer edges [12]. We also permit

paths
S C �.�b=�� S[k where

S C is either an empty path < or

an uphill path, ���!��='� is a peer-peer edge, and
S`k

is

either an empty path < or a downhill path. For exam-

ple, � ��� ��ZO� is a permissible path. However, we do

not permit paths that have steps — an uphill or down-

hill path that is interrupted by one or more peer-peer

edges. Formally,

(step) A peer-peer edge ���l��=a� is a step in pathS C �.� = � S k if either (1) the last edge of
S C or the first

edge of
S�k

is a peer-peer link, or (2) the last edge inS C is a provider-customer edge, or (3) the first edge inS[k
is a customer-provider edge.

For example, the path � �:Y0ZL�Q�?� is not permissible

because it has two steps: ��Y ��Zw� and �B���
��� . Likewise,

the path � �_� �O� is not permissible because it has two

steps: �?���
��� and �������w� .

Fourth, we assume that customer paths are prefer-

able to peer and provider paths. For example, node

� would rank the customer path � �VZL�?� higher than

peer path � ���U�?� . We do not impose any restriction on

the ranking of different customer paths, or of different

peer and provider paths.

In summary, we consider a stable paths problem

with the following four properties:

(acyclic) The directed graph induced by the customer-

provider relationships is acyclic.

(no-valley) If �.=O> �����;= C =-F���7 d and =�� ADC 7
�)�~, � (��m �*O,w�.=���� for some ���MG~�������B��� , then =ON ADC ��
�'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.= N � for all "����6t�������������� .
(no-step) If �.=O>g�����/= C =-F��57}d and =�� ADC 7 �~ � �*-,��.=����
for some �v��G~����������� , then =
	�ADCg7 �'*-(B=w"��w �*O,w�.=�	?�
for %i� G~�����������Qtu� and =�N ADC 7 �)�~, � (	�m �*-,��.=�N$� for

"����ft ������������� .
(prefer-customer) If 2 7 �)�~, � (	�m �*-,��.�/� and =17
�~ B �*O,��.�/�� �'*-(+=?"��� �*O,w�.�D� , then jl���.� 2\� S C � K
jl���.�Q=�� S[k � for all paths

S C and
S[k

.

These assumptions result in the following theorem

from [9], expressed in SPP terminology:

Theorem II.1: Any SPP x with the acyclic, no-

valley, no-step, and prefer-customer properties is in-

herently safe.

The theorem is a corollary of Theorem III.2, presented

later in Section III-C.

III. BACKUP FORMULATION

The restrictions outlined in Section II-B ensure that

the system in Figure 2 is inherently safe. However,

removing edges from graph would disconnect certain

pairs of nodes. Consider the graph after removing the

edge ������Zw� . The new solution to the stable paths prob-

lem may select different paths for some pairs of nodes.

For example, deleting edge ������Zw� would remove the

customer path � �@Z@�O� , forcing node 5 to use the other
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customer path � �]Y_�O� to reach node 2. However, node

� would have to use a peer path � ���\�?� to reach node

0, since the customer path � ��Zb�?� is no longer avail-

able. If ������Zw� and ��Y ���w� both fail, then nodes 1, 5, and

6 do not have any permissible path to � , even though

the graph is still connected. Ensuring that these nodes

have a non-empty path to � requires relaxing the re-

strictions on the set of permitted paths. For example,

relaxing the no-step restriction would make � �6YbZ �O�
into a permissible paths with a step involving edge

��Y ��Zw� .
Enlarging the set of permissible paths has impor-

tant implications on whether the system remains in-

herently safe. On the one extreme, every path could

be permissible. However, paths with valleys violate

the basic notion of hierarchical relationships between

nodes. Instead, we define a slightly weaker notion of

reachability where the set d of permitted paths can in-

clude any path that does not have a valley. That is, in

contrast to Section II-B, we allow paths with steps to

be used as backup paths. A backup path is a permitted

path
S

with one or more backup edges. A path with

no backup edges is a primary path. A backup edge

can arise in two ways, depending on the relationship

between the adjacent nodes:

(multi-homed backup) For each node � , the set

�'*-(+=?"��� �*O,��.�/� is partitioned into &�� ��G�� � �'*-(+=?"��� �*O,w�.�D�
and �'*�" ���w*�� �'*-(B=w"��w �*O,w�.�D� . Each edge ���!��='� with

=07m&�� ��G�� � �'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.�/� is a backup edge. Any path

including edge ���!��='� is a backup path.

(peer backup) For each node � and each node = 7
�~ B �*O,w�.�D� , the edge ���!��='� is a backup edge in pathS

if ���!��='� is a step in the path. Otherwise, ���l��=a� is

not a backup edge.

In the multi-homed backup scenario, node � has an

edge to provider = specifically for the purpose of hav-

ing backup paths. In the peer backup scenario, node

� has a peer = that can appear in backup paths to and

from = . The main goal of this paper is to determine

how to allow nodes to have multi-homed backup and

peer backup relationships without compromising the

inherent safety of the global system. To achieve this

goal, we are forced to revisit the prefer-customer as-

sumption. For simplicity, our examples consider cases

where all providers are primary providers and the per-

missible set d consists of all no-valley paths.

A. Lower Ranking for Backup Paths

First, we consider how backup paths should be

ranked. In the example in Figure 3, nodes 2, 3, and 4

each have a provider-customer relationships with node

1 and peer-peer relationships with each other. Node 1

also has a peer-peer relationship with 0, which is a

customer of 2. Limiting the consideration to primary,

valley-free paths, nodes 2, 3, and 4 would each select

a path that uses the link from 2 to 0, and node 1 would

select a direct path. Now, suppose that the set of per-

missible paths is extended to include paths with steps,

such as �$�f�`�?� and �$Z5Y6� �?� . Nodes 2, 3, and 4 should

still prefer the primary path that uses the link from 2

to 0. That is,

(prefer primary paths) If path
S C has no backup edges

and path
S[k

has one or more backup edges, then

jl� S C �5K j!� S[k � .
Note that having a backup edge is a global property.

That is, if a path
S

has a backup edge, then �.�h=�� S
has a backup edge. If the link between 0 and 2 fails,

nodes 2, 3, and 4 select paths to 0 that include node

1. Each of these paths has a backup edge. It does not

matter where the backup edge occurs. For example,

node 2 should not prefer the path �$�bZ �]�?� over path

�$�V�@�?� just because the subpath �$�:Z0��� does not in-

volve a step. Otherwise, the example in Figure 3 could

devolve to the BAD-GADGET scenario in Figure 1.
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B. Model I : Preferring Shorter Backup Paths

Next, we consider how the ranking functions should

differentiate between backup paths. We consider a

simple SPP model where each node selects a primary

path, if available, or the shortest possible backup path:

(prefer-customer-among-primary-paths) If �.� 2\� S C
and �.�6= � S[k are primary paths, and 2r7��)�~, � (	�m �* �.�D�
and =m7 �~ B �*a�.�/�  � *�(+=w"��w �* �.�D� , then j!���.�02\� S C �yK
jl���.�Q=�� S[k � .
(shortest-backup-path) If

S C � S k 7 d are backup

paths, and 3 S C 3�nr3 S[k 3 , then jl� S C �^K jl� S[k � .
This has the desirable property of minimizing the

length of backup paths. We can prove that

Theorem III.1: Any SPP x with the acyclic and no-

valley properties that obeys the prefer-primary-paths,

prefer-customer-among-primary-paths, and shortest-

backup-path properties at each node is inherently safe.

Proof: The full paper contains a detailed proof.

Informally, ranking primary paths over backup paths

reduces the problem to two subproblems related to pri-

mary paths and backup paths, respectively. The prefer-

customer requirement addresses the subproblem con-

cerning primary paths, and the shortest-path require-

ment addresses the subproblem concerning backup

paths. Each case is treated using the sufficient con-

dition for safety presented in [10], [11].

Requiring each node to prefer shorter backup paths

over longer backup paths is important. Consider the
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Fig. 4. A counterexample to inherent safety when customer

routes can be preferred over peer routes

example in Figure 4, where each node prefers cus-

tomer backup paths over peer and provider backup

paths. Also, suppose that each node ranks among

customer routes (or among peer and provider routes)

based on the length of the path. Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4

do not have any primary (step-free) paths to node 0.

The prefer-customer property would result in node 4

preferring a path via 3, node 3 preferring a path via

2. Node 1 may prefer the shorter customer path via

4 over the path via 2. In addition, node 2 may pre-

fer the shorter provider route via 1 over the peer route

via 8. This system does not have a stable path as-

signment. Yet, if each node used path length to rank

among backup paths, this problem would not arise.

This example shows that a policy that prefers a cus-

tomer backup paths over peer and provider backup

paths may result in a system that is not inherently safe.

Similar examples can be shown for preferring peers

over providers, preferring providers over peers, and

for preferring customers over peers. We conclude that

having just two classes of paths (primary and backup)

forces us to use the shortest paths rule in ranking paths.
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C. Model II : Preferring Paths With Fewer Backup

Edges

Model I has two disadvantages. First, the shortest-

path policy does not provide any flexibility in ranking

among backup paths. Second, the shortest-path policy

would cause a node to favor a path with a large num-

ber of backup edges with a small number of backup

edges, whenever the path with more backup edges has

a shorter overall length. This may be an undesirable

property since a path with a large number of backup

edges imposes on a large number of backup relation-

ships. We consider another model that ranks paths

based on the number of backup edges, and ranks paths

with the same number of backup edges based on the

customer, peer, and provider relationships:

(prefer-fewer-backup-edges) If
S C has , C steps and

S[k
has , k backup edges, and , C n , k , then jl� S C ��K
jl� S k � .
(prefer-customer-within-backup-class) If �.�@2\� S C and

�.�g=�� S k have the same number of backup edges, and

2M7 ���/, � (	�m �*a�.�/� and =�7 �~ B �*a�.�/�  � *�(+=w"��w �* �.�D� ,
then jl� S C �^K jl� S[k � .
Note that this model is a generalization of the system

described in Section II-B. We can prove that

Theorem III.2: Any SPP x with the acyclic and no-

valley properties that obeys the prefer-fewer-backup-

edges and the prefer-customer-within-backup-class

properties at each node is inherently safe.

Proof: The full paper contains a detailed proof. In-

formally, ranking paths with , C backup edges higher

than paths with , k K , C backup edges reduces the

problem to a collection of subproblems, each cor-

responding to paths with a fixed number of backup

edges. Each subproblem is addressed by the prefer-

customer requirement, in a manner similar to the proof

of Theorem III.1.

Returning to the example in Figure 4, nodes � and

Z each have a permissible path with a single backup

edge. For example, node Z would rank the path

�$Z ���m�?� with one backup edge ���w�
��� higher than

the path �$Z �����:���6�?� with two backup edges �B�����w�
and �?�����
��� . Similarly, node � would prefer the path

�$���	�\���o�?� with one backup edge �?�����
��� . Node Y has

two backup paths, �.Y��6�?� and �.Y:Z �
�6�?� , each with

two backup edges; hence, node Y prefers the customer

path �.Y0Z ���:�?� . The resulting system is inherently

safe.

IV. IMPLEMENTING BACKUP ROUTING IN BGP

We now consider how Models I and II might be im-

plemented in BGP. BGP exchanges route announce-

ments between BGP speaking routers. These an-

nouncements are records containing a destination (IP

prefix) and attributes associated with this destination.

Route announcements include the following attributes.

������ : network layer reachability information
(address block for a set of destinations)������� ����� : next hop (address of next hop router)��� ��� �!� : ordered list of ASes traversed��#"$�� ���%�'& : local preference" �(��� : set of community values

The local preference attribute )+*-,�./) 021�354 is not

passed between autonomous systems, but is used in-

ternally within an autonomous system to assign a lo-

cal degree of preference. Community values [15] are

typically used in routing policies for deciding on the

value of )6*-,�./) 071$354 or on filtering.

The BGP attributes are used by import policies and

export policies at each router to implement its rout-

ing policies. A route transformation 8 is a func-

tion on route records, 8 �.*?�8� * � , that operates by

deleting, inserting, or modifying the attribute values

of * . If 80�.*?�Q�:9<; (the empty record), then we say

that * has been filtered out by 8 . Suppose � and 2
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are autonomous systems with a direct BGP relation-

ship. As a record * moves from 2 to � it undergoes

three transformations. First, * C � export �.2�� �!��*?�
represents the application of export policies (defined

by 2 ) to * . Second, * k � PVT �.��� 26��* C � is

the BGP-specific path vector transformation that adds

2 to the .�� 02.���� of * C , sets 	23�
�� � *�0 , and filters

out the record if its .�� 02.���� contains � . Finally,

* � � import �.�� 26��* k � represents the application of

import policies (defined at � ) to * k . In particular, this

is the function that assigns a )+*-,�./) 071$354 value for * � .

A. Implementing Model II

RFC 1998 [6] suggests using communities as a way

to influence a neighbor’s routing policies. It applies

this technique to the implementation of backup peer-

ing.

Our implementation of Models I and II uses the ba-

sic technique suggested in RFC 1998. However, we

implement formally defined models and prove the cor-

rectness of the implementations. We first define an

implementation of Model II, and then show that an

implementation of Model I can be obtained by sim-

plification.

We assume that each AS 2 has defined the follow-

ing community values, and that the semantics of these

labels is shared with 2 neighbors.

�.2��w&����-"P� tag for backup route of level " ,
�.2��O� �/� tag for provider routes,

�.2�� �?(+2]�l� tag for customer routes,

�.2�� �~ � �*?� tag for the customer routes of a peer,

�.2�� �~ � �*O&��D� tag for the upstream routes of a peer.

We also assume that for any neighbor � , and any

backup level " , that � �~&����.26���!��" � represents the lo-

cal preference assigned to routes from � received

at 2 . For primary routes, we assume that function

� �'� (+* ���.26���/� is defined. We assume that for each 2 ,

import �.2�� �l��*?���
begin�

4X���?&����O"X7g*B� , � 3�� then
*+� )6*-,�./) 071�3 4�� ��� �~&��[�.26���l��"P���
*+� , � 3���� ����2�� �?(+2]���[2��?&����-"����

35)�� 3
*+� )6*-,�./) 071�3 4�� ��� �'� (+*	���.2 ���/���
*+� , � 3���� ����2�� �?(+2]�����

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
end

export �.2��1�!��*?�`�
begin
x�� ����2�� �?(+2y���[2��O� �l�l2�� �~ � �*B��2�� �~ � �*O&��!����
4ox� *B� , � 3�� ���� then �~ �* �g" � �.*?���
35)�� 3 �w �� �D�.*?���

end

Fig. 5. Model II routing policy at � for  !
"  $#�%'&)(+*�,-#�./�10 .

these functions conform to the following rules:
2 If � 7 �)�~, � (	�m �*O,��.2\����= 7 �~ � �*-,��.2\� 
�'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.2\� , then � �'� (+* ���.26��=��yn�� � � (B* ���.2 ���/� ,
and � �/&����.26��= ��"P�on3� �/&����.26���l��"P� for each " .
2 For each " , � �/&����.26���l��"P�5n4� �'� (+* ���.26���D� .
2 For each "
���l��= , � �/&����.26���l��"�5J���5n4� �~&��[�.26��= ��"P� .
That is, primary routes are always preferred over

backup routes, and backup routes of level " are always

preferred over backup routes of level "65T� . Within

each level, customer routes are preferred over peer and

provider routes.

Figure 5 shows how a node 2 implements this pol-

icy in exchanging BGP advertisements with a cus-

tomer � . The command �w �� �D�.*?� filters out the record

* , while �~ �*	�g" � �.*?� allows the route to pass the filter,

perhaps after some modification. Figure 6 presents the

routing policy for providers, while Figure 7 presents

the policy for peers. These policies are complicated

by the “arithmetic” required on backup levels. Some
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additional explanation is required for the export policy

to peers. The last two “else if” clauses are required to

allow backup transit between a node’s peers. In this

case two peering links in a row will be encountered,

and both must be treated as backup links. In addition,

a peer’s upstream routes (with 2 � �/ � �*O&�� tag) are

passed to other peers as 2 � � � routes, since if these

are actually used the peer � will be acting as a (tem-

porary) upstream provider to 2 . Similarly, a peer’s

downstream routes (with 2 � �~ B �* tag) are passed to

other peers as 2 � �?(+2]� routes, since if these are ac-

tually used the peer � will be acting as a (temporary)

customer of 2 .

Theorem IV.1: The routing policies described in

Figures 5, 6, and 7 implement Model II, and are thus

inherently safe.

Proof: The proof is included in the full paper. It re-

lies on a formal definition of the translation from a set

of BGP routing policies into an instance of SPP. The

proof is then by induction on the length of any permit-

ted path.

B. Implementing Model I

The implementation of Model II can be simplified

to obtain an implementation of Model I. First, the tags

2 � &�� �/" are replaced by a single value 2��D&�� , and

all clauses that increment the backup level are mod-

ified in the obvious way. Second, each line of the

form *+� )+*-,�./) 021�3 4 � � � �~&��[�.2 ��26��"P� is replaced by

*+� )6*-,�./) 071�3 4 � � �.(+2��.2\� , where �{(+2b�.2@� is low value

of local preference used for all backup routes at 2 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

Selecting efficient, stable routes between each pair

of hosts is a major challenge for the distributed Inter-

net routing infrastructure. In and of itself, BGP does

not ensure that hosts can communicate, even if the net-

import �.2�� �!��*?���
begin�

4^�h7E&�� ��G�� � �'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.2\� then�
4^���?&����O"X7g*B� , � 3 � then
*B� )+*-,�.�) 071$354 � � � �/&����.26���l��"�5J�����
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��O� �!�!2��w&����?" 5J�+���

35)�� 3
*B� )+*-,�.�) 071$354 � � � �/&����.26���l�������
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��O� �!�!2��w&���� �+���

3 )�� 3�
4^���?&����O"X7g*B� , � 3 � then
*B� )+*-,�.�) 071$354 � � � �/&����.26���l��"P���
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��O� �!�!2��w&����?"����

35)�� 3
*B� )+*-,�.�) 071$354 � � � � � (B* ���.2 ���/���
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��O� � ���

�/ �* �g" � �.*O���
end

export �.2 � �!��*?�`�
begin�

4^�h7E&�� ��G�� � �'*-(+=?"��w �*O,��.2\� then�
4^2�� �?(+2y�;7}*B� , � 3�� then�

4X2��w&����-"X7}*+� , � 3�� then
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����-" 5J�+���

35)�� 3
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����a�+���

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
35)�� 3

�
4^2�� �~ � �*:7g*B� , � 3 � then�

4X2��w&����-"X7}*+� , � 3�� then
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����-" 5q�w���

35)�� 3
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����?�w���

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
35)�� 3 �� �� �D�.*?���

3 )�� 3�
4^2�� �?(+2y�;7}*B� , � 3�� then
�~ �* �g" � �.*?���

35)�� 3
�
4^2�� �~ � �*:7g*B� , � 3 � then�

4X2��w&����-"X7}*+� , � 3�� then
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����-" 5J�+���

35)�� 3
*+� , � 3�� � ����2��?&����a�+���

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
35)�� 3 �� �� �D�.*?���

end

Fig. 6. Model II routing policy at � for  ! � , &������ *�,-#�./�10 .
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import �.2��1�!��*?�`�
begin�

45��w&����O"`7m*B� , � 3 � then
*B� )+*-,�./) 071$354 � ��� �/&����.26���l��"P����
45��O� �E7}*B� , � 3�� then
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��?&���O"
�[2�� �/ � �*O&�� ���

35)�� 3
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��?&���O"
�[2�� �/ � �*����

3 )�� 3
*B� )+*-,�./) 071$354 � ��� � � (B* ���.2 ���/���
*B� , � 3 � � �9��2�� �~ B �*����

�/ �* �g" � �.*O���
end

export �.2 �1�!��*?���
begin�

452�� �?(+2]��7}*B� , � 3�� then
�~ �* �g" � �.*?���

3 )�� 3
�
452��-� �m7}*+� , � 3 � then�

452��?&���-"X7g*B� , � 3�� then
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��-� �!�[2��?&����-" 5J�+���

35)�� 3
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2��-� �!�[2��?&����a�+���

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
3 )�� 3

�
4_��2�� �~ � �*O&��l�l2��?&����O"
����*+� , � 3�� then

*B� , � 3 � � �9��2��-� �!�l2��?&���-"�5q�w���
�~ �* �g" � �.*?���

3 )�� 3
�
452�� �~ � �*b7m*B� , � 3 � then�

452��?&���-"X7g*B� , � 3�� then
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2�� �w(+2]����2��?&���O" 5q�w���

35)�� 3
*B� , � 3�� � �r��2�� �w(+2]����2��?&���w�w���

�~ �* �g" � �.*?���
3 )�� 3 �� �� �D�.*O���

end

Fig. 7. Model II routing policy at � for  ! � *)* ,-#�./� 0 .

work is connected. In addition, conflicting local poli-

cies amongst a collection of ASes can cause the pro-

tocol to oscillate. This paper has has presented two

models for backup routing that increase global net-

work reliability without compromising the stability of

the routing protocol.

Several issues remain to be addressed. First, the

interaction of backup routing with prefix aggregation

needs to be studied. Second, the models presented in

this paper are simplified in that they ignore the inter-

nal structure of ASes. Routing policies may not actu-

ally be AS-wide, but may vary between border routers,

mostly to meet traffic engineering goals. The interac-

tion and tradeoffs between external routing (both nor-

mal and backup) and internal routing should be ex-

plored.
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